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Abstract
Microelectronics tools tend to consume large amounts of memor}' and processor time. :when circuit
size outgrows the resources available on a station, its time for a scalable tool architecture. Applied to
design rule checking of jlattened masks, this distributed; object-oriented architecture summons
together the power of small, cheap desktop computers. The distributed system enables processing of
larger circuits, assigning distinct parts of the problem to each machine. Larger circuits can be tested
and testing time reduced as more computers are aggregated to the process.
Keywords: Object oriented programming, Distributed Systems, Multithread Systems, DCOM,
Microelectronic, Design Ru1es
Introduction
Microelectronic too1s have to be prepared to work with projects that extrapolate the resources of a
machíne. A way to create sca1able tools it is to apply techniques of distributed objects, congregating a
group of machines to accomplish the task. As an example the article implements a design rule checker
coupled to a mask editor. While the edition happens in the client machine, processes are distributed to
other machines to verify the consistency of the published mask. This distribution is possible due to
encapsulated structure of the model that supports the distribution in a three tier systern.
Architecture of the Tool
This tool was projected to be integrated in a complete environment for production of integrated circuits.
It possesses a modular structure[13] based on the MVC paradigm. Severa1 desing pattems were applied
to achieve a sca1able architecture supporting the inclusion of new a1gorithm modules. The project using
the separation of channels of data and control targets the interoperability among severa1 modules.
To demonstrate the modularity of the architecture, the prototype of a VLSI layout editor[5] was
implemented. In the implemented prototype two forms of visua1ization of an integrated circuit are
presented: a graph (through rectangles) and a textua1.
The system is implemented in three layers with an insulation layer between the user interface and the
functiona1 module. The isolation layer is partitioned in two main parts, one for control and another for
data. The control transfers commands between the interface and the executive module. The connection
of data provides a correspondence between the intema1 representation of the module and the visua1





Figure 1 -Architecture of the Tool
Model of the Structure of Masks
A mask is described by a group of rectangles in severa1layers. To obtain acceleration of a1gorithms that
dea1s with rectangles, a structure indexed to two dimensions was created. The integration of the model
with the other parts of the system is obtained with the application of design pattems. This structure has
an encapsulation that a11ows its transport and distribution in several machines.
An IC can be specified with CIF [4], a language that describes rectangles. This language structures the
description of an IC in cells, layers and boxes (rectangles). A cell corresponds to a tree structure, where
the cell is the root, the first level is constituted by the layers, and the second level, by the boxes. For
each command of cell description, layer or box is created the respective object. Consequently, a TCell
has a collection of TLayer's, and a TLayer has a collection of TBox's. A CIF file contains the
description of one or more cells. To represent severa1 cells, an object TLayout that contains each object
TCell was created. The object TLayout corresponds to the complete description of the CIF file.
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Figure 2 -structure of objects
The model incorporates a semantic meaning that needs to be treated by the tool. This treatment
involves the correlation among rectangles in a same layer or between layers. As the description of an
IC can involve millions of rectangles, the manipulation of extensive 1ists of rectangles implies a high
cost in processing time and memory. To have efficiency in this treatment it is necessary to have an
indexed structure.
The indexed structure was conceived starting from the concept of Span. A Span is an interva1 in the
coordinates X or Y. To represent a rectangle it is necessary a Span in the axis X and another in the axis
Y. A layer is described in this structure by a Plan. A Plan is a collection of Span Y's. A Span Y is
formed by an interva1 in the axis Y and for a collection of SpanX's. A SpanX is just an interva1 in the X
axis. The interva1 of a Span is represented by a pair Origin / Destination. The collections of Spans are
ordered by the origin of each Span. An imposed restriction is that no SpanX can be consecutive to
another. This restriction do not apply to SpanY's.
Previously, TLayer was defined as a 1ist of TBox's. But, to support the indexed structure TLayer is
formed by a plan of Span's. When a TBox is added a TLayer, a SpanX and corresponding SpanY are
created. A SpanX is added to a Span Y , and a Span Y it is added to the Plan that composes TLayer. This
way, it is not necessary that TLayer maintain a 1ist ofTBox's.
y -Spans Coord. y









The structure of Spans is projected to accelerate the query of related objects. This query can be
operations like inclusion, intercession, union, inflation, proximity and exclusion. The acceleration is
obtained as much by the 2D indexing as by a binary search in the 1ists.
For example, the corresponding a1gorithm commands the inflation of a layer using the structure of
Spans:
Jt creates l~ver G.
For each Spa11J" ofthe l~ver .4.
Jt creates Spam- SJ'".
SJ- = (Origin -1, Destination +lj
For each SpanX ofSpanJ'-
lt creates Span.:Y S.Y:
S.Y = (Origin -1, 1 Destination + lj
lt inserts SX in SpanJ7 SJ-,
lt inserts SJ' in the la.ver G.
The la.ver comes back G.
If we were using a list of rectangles, each rectangle of the list would be inflated in a similar way, and
some rectangles could include others. Therefore it would be still necessary to remove the included
rectangles, what would imply to compare each rectangle of the list to the other rectangles.
To accomplish any operation in the structure, it is necessary to scan the lists of objects, using the
pattern iterator [2] .The application of this pattern consists of creating an object responsible for the
scaning of the composite object, without exposing its internal representation. Tlterator maintains the
current state of the scan, a1lowing severa1 separate scans in the same composition. Besides, the
composite has a method that supplies its corresponding iterator. The following Delphi code sample
shows a polimorphic operation in a composite:
lterator := Compose.lterator;
1 te rator. Fi rstEI eme nt;
while not lterator.Done do
1 te rator, NextElemen t. DoOperation ;
Figure 4 -Pattern Iterator
The pattern visitor was used to acomplish the operation of painting the structure in the screen. The
visitor represents an operation to be implemented in all the elements of the structure. For that a
TVisitor object that executes the painting operation in each element ofthe structure is created. With the
flexibility obtained by the use of the visitor, this solution was extended for other operations
implemented in the structure.
TElement TVisitor
Accept(Visitor) VisitElementl(Elementl)
Visi tElemen t2(Element2 )
TElementl TElement2
Accept(Visitor) Accept(Visitor) - -- -- -- --
I Visitor .~~itElement2(Selt); I
Figure 5 -Pattern Visitor
The operations implemented in the structure can involve transformations of coordinates as mirror,
rotate and move. Taking as example the painting operation, it would be necessary to create objects for
each one of those transformations and their combinations. Instead of that, the pattern decorator [2] was
used. This consists of a flexible alternative for the use of subclasses, since the responsibilities are added
to the object dynamica11y. For this, it is enough to create an object TDecorator that makes the basic
operation. And for each transformation it is created a subclass ofTDecorator. In the example below, an
object was created with three functiona1ities that were added dynarnica11y.
TClipDecorator eDecorator
Painter := TRotateDecorator .Create( axe,
TMoveDecorator .Create ( XOffset, YOffset,
TClipDecorator .Create (Rect, TDecorator.Create)));
Figure 6 -Pattem Decorator
The structure of the model is rendered easily to the partition in distributed objects. The cells can be
partitioned in its 1ayers with these being a11ocated in severa1 machines. To transport a layer to another
machine, each Span y is sent at a time. Each Span y is encoded in a sequence of characters that is
decoded in the destination machine. The component TPolymorphicList [13] converts objects into a
sequence of bytes that can be then transferred as a stream between machines.
The structuring of the model with 2D indexing foresees the addition of severa1 microelectronic related
a1gorithrns. An a1gorithm that extracts the 1ist of transistors of the masks was implemented using this
structure[9]. The ordering of the structure in vertica1 and horizonta1 segments a11ows that the
complexity drops from N2 for O(log n)[8]. The whole structure was projected having in mind the
integration with other modules and the encapsulation and partition in distributed objects. This
architecture organization supports the sca1abi1ity of the tool a11owing the use of distributed a1gorithrns.
Distributed architecture
The creation of a distributed system starting from an existing one usual1y involves a high engineering
cost. It is desirable to minimize this cost. The unfolding of the architecture of the tool in a distributed
system is a consequence of its original MVC structure. The system is implemented in three layers,
maintaining the edition logic in the c1ient, the control of distribution of tasks in the centra11ayer, whi1e
the model executes the distributed a1gorithm. In the centra1 control, a thread contro1s a group of queues
that manages the system resources [11]. These resources are represented by an object proxy [2] that
maps the remote object. The remote object implements the generation of a new layer starting from one
or more existent layers. The remote objects are implemented as DCOM objects [3], as well as the
proxies and the centra11ayer .
The proposa1 of the distributed architecture is made according to a po1itics of minimum intervention in





Figure 7 -Distributed Architecture
The application controllocated in the client, sends commands through the control channel. The control
channel implements the Chain of Responsibility [2] pattern. It provides the direction of messages
through the controllers located in the client and centra1 control. The data transfers across the tiers are
established through the marsha11ing of objects. The transmission of data is made among remote objects,
which communicate through the DCOM protocol.
The distribution control resides in the centra1 layer. The processing of the verification a1gorithm is
controlled by a script written in XML [14] that describes a group of rules. The script is processed by a
parser that generates commands, that will be executed remotely. Those commands invoke the
pseudolayer creation, resultants of operations among layers. The builder [2] classifies the pseudolayers
according their rule dependencies. If the pseudolayer only depends on origina1 layers, then the
operation can a1ready be executed. Otherwise, the operation will have to wait for its resources. The
verification rules are ordered manually in the XML file, since we have chosen to implement a
simplified a11ocation heuristic. A better implementation would traverse the dependency graph and order
the rules according to their precedence.
Figure 8 -Graph
The illustration above exhibits the structure of the dependency graph. NotGate is a pseudolayer that
depends on another pseudolayer Gate. On its turn, Gate depends on the origina1layers Tox and Poly.
These pseudolayers are encapsulated into object proxy' s [2] that constitute the consumers and
producers of the system
We used the pattern cornmand [2] to do a refinement in the solution of the problem Several rules exist
and depending on the type of the rule, a different sequence of commands is executed. The parser
invokes the execution of the cornmand. The cornmand then sends requisition for the builder, as
illustrated in the i11ustration below.
~ ~~ ..~
Figure 9 -Pattem Cornmand -First level
The cornmand pattern a1so acts in a posterior level. In this case, the proxy assumes the role of a
command. Depending on the proxy type that it is being executed, a different block of cornmands is
ca11ed. Thus, the structure of the pattern is used recursively. The illustration below illustrates that level.
The centra1 control starts the thread execution. The thread executes the proxy, which executes the
server .
~~ ~
Figure 10 -Pattem Cornmand -second level
The controller defines a thread that manages the resources based on two monitor's [11]. One of the
monitors controls the liberation of the processors. This monitor is increased whenever a machine
fmishes its execution, and is decreased whenever a machine is a11ocated to a task. Initia11y, this monitor
is increased for each available machine. The other monitor contro1s the queue of ready tasks. It is
increased whenever there is a new task to be executed and decreased when the task is allocated to a
machine. This monitor is necessary; to avoid the task being removed of the queue before it is ready to
be executed.
The proxies play a primordia1 role in the management of resources. The central control manages the
resources using three queues of objects. The flfSt queue contains the objects that need resources. The
second queue contains the objects that don't need resources. When a task depends on the tennination of
another task, the corresponding proxy object is a1located the wait queue. But if the task needs a
primitive layer, the object is a11ocated the second queue. Besides, it is necessary a third queue for the
tasks that are in execution. This queue reflects the processors that are busy. This way, when the task
tenninates execution, the corresponding object is removed of the third queue, and the processor is
a11ocated to another operation.
When the centra1 control invokes the first proxy from the ready queue, this proxy starts a remote server
process. From the point of view of the centra1 control, this proxy is a resource producer, while for the
server, is a resource consumer. The proxy can play those roles since it implements the pattern Observer
[2]. The consumer monitors the producers necessary to the execution of its own task. The producer
maintains a list of its consumers. When the task completes, the producer notifies the end of the
operation to a11 the consumers that observe it.
TLayerProxy
TLayer In tersectionProx y





The figure above i11ustrates the operation of intercession of two layers. The operation can only be
executed when the layers A and B are ready. When the intercession is notified by the layers, it executes
the intercession operation and notifies its observers that is a1so ready. Besides, the proxy notifies the
controller of the end of the operation and it is promoted to the ready queue.
The described architecture implements a distributed producer/consumer system [11]. Its conception
was based on orientation-oriented techniques. These techniques promoted the encapsulation of the
producers and consumers functiona1ity' s, and the reusability of code in throughout the layers. The
standardization obtained by using the XML description language, renders the architecture flexible
enough to support other implementation algorithms.
Execution of the Algorithm
The algorithm was tested using a very simple circuit that is randomly modified for generation of errors.
The program uses two files: one for input and another for output. The input file contains the following
data: a certain one numbers of rectangles, which are the main generators of the errors; a certain area of
integrated circuit, where the errors are generated. The output file maintains the result of a11 the
configurations.
When being executed, the program reads the input file and it inserts rectangles of several sizes and
positions inside severa1layers of the integrated circuit. The objective is to test the time of execution and
the capacity of the memory of the used computers. A11 results are recorded in the output file. This file
contains: the number of rectangles; the area of integrated circuit; the date when that configuration was
accomplished; the hour that the program begins to be executed (initial time); the hour that the program
finishes execution (final time); the elapsed time;
Severa1 error configurations were tested. The battery of tests used IBM PC Pentium 166Mhz
computers, with 64 MB of memory , networked in a lOMbits Ethernet. The results of some of these
configurations are mentioned below in the table.
Number of Area of integrated E1apsed time (h:m:s:ms) Number of machines
Rectan21es circuit
800 800 .0:7:10:419 3
.0:7:05:219 5
800 400 0:6:06:988 5
I 0:5:59:297 3
1000 400 0:5:13:811 4
0:2:36:855 1
Table 1-Execution ofdistributed a1gorithm
In agreement with the table, we verified that, with a same number of rectangles, as sma11er the area of
integrated circuit, larger the time of execution of the program. That is due to the fact of existing a larger
density (number of rectangles for area of integrated circuit), that is, if a rectangle is drawn in an area
where spans a1ready exist, it irnp1ies an increase of processing.
These results confIrIn the sca1abi1ity, since the operations of high density could only be completed with
a large number of machines. However the results were contrary to the expected in terrns of
perforrnance. The simp1ified heuristic of task a11ocation can be blamed for the degradation of response
time. As the graph of dependencies was not observed, they provoked an excessive number of transfers
among machines. The transfer process is a1so made through a non-optirnized marsha1ling procedure. In
this simp1ified implementation the servers executed with a single thread, being idle during the transport
of data.
Conclusion
Sca1able distributed architectures are in genera1 an econornic solution for the problem of constant
growth in information systems and in particular for CAD too1s. They present a better solution than to
allocate in a single machine a great arnount of resources. These resources can be better taken advantage
of if distributed among severa1 workstations.
The origina1 project of the presented system was thought carefully to be adaptive for a distributed
sca1able model. The only necessary modification was to add a controller for the distributed resources.
The structure of objects supported the distributed model easily and it was reused without changing any
code 1ine. The architecture produced a basic sca1able platforrn where several distributed algorithrns can
be developed. To increase the computationa1 capacity it suffices to add more machines in the host 1ist.
In spite of the contrary perforrnance results, the experiment demonstrated the viabi1ity of implementing
a scalable system. This work will can serve as a platforrn to develop new heuristics, allocation
techniques and resource transfer of among machines, load ba1ancing and rea11ocation. Other a1gorithrns
a1ready implemented in the lumped version of the tool will be rnigrated for the distributed model.
Extraction a1gorithrns, simulation, routing and placement can validate the flexibility of the architecture
and the app1icability of the distributed model for sca1abi1ity of processing resources.
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